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Abstract— In this paper, we examine the impact of the
scheduling policy on the performance for feedback control over
networks based on a hybrid communication protocol, which
incorporates both contention-free and contention-based medium
access. We investigate the possibilities and limitations of feedback
control in the IEEE 802.15.4 specification and state the problem
of scheduling when the controller both utilizes the contention-
based and guaranteed parts of the protocol. We propose and
compare a number of scheduler–controller codesign algorithms
that take both the contention-based and guaranteed parts of
the protocol into account using an approximation to an infinite
horizon linear quadratic cost function. The simulation studies
show that a careful codesign of the scheduler–controller results
in significant performance gains, when using both online and
offline scheduling policies.

Index Terms— IEEE 802.15.4, networked control
systems (NCSs), optimal scheduling, wireless industrial
control systems, wireless sensor and actuator networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE EMERGING development of wireless networks in
industrial environments with possibilities for real-time

communications has significantly accelerated the research area
of networked estimation and control in recent years. Many
applications already utilize networked control systems (NCSs),
such as robotics, load control, and the smart home [1]–[3].
Multiple commercial standards for industrial environments
are available and implemented, such as the WirelessHart,
ISA100.11a, and ZigBee standards [4], [5], which all are
based on the IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer [6], [7]. The main
feature of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard is low energy con-
sumption with possibilities for real-time requirements in the
communication. The IEEE 802.15.4 standard has, among
others, a beaconed operation mode where the superframe is
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Fig. 1. IEEE 802.15.4 superframe structure.

divided into a contention access period (CAP) and contention-
free period (CFP). This is illustrated in Fig. 1. Transmissions
in the CAP utilize a carrier sense multiple access with colli-
sion avoidance (CSMA/CA) algorithm, whereas time division
multiple access (TDMA) is used in the CFP. Here, the
so-called guaranteed time slots (GTSs) in the CFP need to be
requested by the user at least one superframe ahead. Changes
in the allocation of GTSs in the CFP also need to be requested
by the user at least one superframe ahead.

The CFP can be used for reliable periodic transmissions
to actuators or sensors without failure or transmission delays.
While the transmission through the CFP leads to a determin-
istic operation, as specified in [7], only up to seven GTSs
are available per IEEE 802.15.4 superframe. WirelessHart
and ISA100.11.a have the possibility of assigning more than
seven GTSs. A transmission in a GTS has to be requested by
the user, after which it may take multiple superframes before
the GTS is assigned and transmissions can commence. The
CAP can be used for event-based transmissions that are not
planned ahead of time. There is, however, a greater probability
for transmission failures since multiple users are competing
for access to the channel. With the above as background,
this paper investigates optimal scheduling and control code-
sign over IEEE 802.15.4-based networks where we take the
advantage of both the CAP and CFP periods. We implement
the algorithms using model predictive control (MPC) ideas.

Extensive research has been done in control and sampling
over wireless networks, especially in reducing the communi-
cation bandwidth requirements and thereby also managing the
power consumption. Without getting too exhaustive, we will
next revise some works that motivate this paper.

When departing from periodic sampling, the NCS literature
generally focuses on reducing the attention to actuators and/or
sensors such that actions are performed only when necessary
instead of periodically. This is to reduce the network
bandwidth usage and/or the power consumption of wireless
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devices. The literature generally considers two sampling
strategies: event-triggered, where the process is measured
continuously and an action is performed on the event when
conditions are exceeded, or self-triggered, where the time
until a new action is performed is precomputed and the
process is measured only when the predetermined time
elapses. These can be regarded as closed-loop and open-loop
strategies, respectively. References [8]–[16] consider event-
and self-triggered sampling for deterministic networks with
reliable links. In [17] and [18], event-triggered, self-triggered,
and hybrid algorithms, where the latter combines the self- and
event-triggered algorithms, are developed and their perfor-
mance is compared when minimizing the attention to a system
subject to disturbances. Much research is also done on the
codesign of the controller and scheduler under communication
bandwidth constraints [18]–[22]. While in some cases either
actuators or sensors are scheduled, some works consider simul-
taneous scheduling of both the actuators and sensors. These
works, however, do not take network conditions such as packet
losses into account. The other research is done on networks
with limited bandwidth and delays [23], [24]. Here, optimal
scheduling and control codesign is, however, not done. In [25],
the quality of service on the IEEE 802.15.4 network is investi-
gated with respect to cyber-physical systems; here the impact
of delays on the bandwidth is investigated while multiple
transmitters are active in the CAP. Wireless networks are often
shared with different types of users that have varying band-
width demands at different times, which one may not be able
to control directly. Furthermore, external noise can interfere
with the network and thereby reduce the link quality. This can
be modeled as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
variables that indicate whether disturbances affected the packet
transmission or not [26], [27]. Packet dropouts and delays
on the network have been investigated extensively in the
literature (see [28]–[31]), whereas [32] studies the maximum
number of successive packet dropouts for subsystems in
a large distributed setting using event-triggered control.
Ulusoy et al. [33] propose to use a cooperative medium
access control (MAC) protocol as modification to the standard
IEEE 802.15.4 MAC layer and combined this with MPC
to improve the performance when different disturbances
are present on the network. Araujo et al. [18] investigate
combinations of event and self-triggered control using
both the CFP and CAP for transmissions. Here, the power
consumption and communication bandwidth management are
investigated. Networked control where errors are introduced in
the communication for both control and measurement signals
is studied in [34]–[37]. Here, dynamic scheduling, when only
one sensor or actuator node is allowed to access the network
at a time, results in significant performance improvements
compared with static schedules. Dynamic programming
is used to codesign the schedule and control signals for
a deterministic channel in [13] and [19]. The proposed
algorithms update the schedule periodically depending on
the system state. The algorithms presented utilize only the
CFP portion of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard.

References [20]–[22] consider scheduling over networks,
where only one actuator is allowed to access the network at

each time instant, and generate a periodic schedule and control
laws offline, which are then applied online. This is also done
for sensor networks, where the schedule under some conditions
converges to a periodic sequence [38]. In [39], optimization-
based approaches are used to schedule decoupled control loops
based on selection of the sampling rate of every control loop.
The performance of the presented approaches is evaluated
using a WirelessHART test bed and simulated control systems.

In this paper, we consider a spatially distributed large
control system involving multiple actuators and sensors and
a linear-time-invariant system model. We focus on scheduling
of the control data on the link between the controller and actua-
tors that communicate over an IEEE 802.15.4-based network,
where we have only a limited number of transmission slots
available in each superframe. Whereas the existing literature
focuses on increasing the transmission interval to reduce
power and bandwidth consumption on the network, scheduling
actuators on a deterministic network, or control design with a
single link with packet dropouts, we codesign the controller
to take network conditions into account. In addition, we focus
on optimally sharing a finite resource (the transmission slots
over the network) among a number of actuators. The main
difference in this paper compared with the existing literature
on scheduling and control codesign is that we utilize both the
CFP and the CAP in a superframe and take the probabilities
for packet losses into account while designing the schedule.
We propose to codesign scheduler–controller policies that
use both the more reliable but dedicated CFP and the less
reliable and shared CAP in every superframe to maximize the
control performance by minimizing a linear quadratic (LQ)
cost function. The results presented in this paper are extensions
to [40]. Finally, we illustrate the performance gains when using
optimal scheduling methods compared with simple heuristics
through simulation studies.

The basics of the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol are explained
in Section II after which we describe the NCS architecture
of interest in Section III, where we also present the schedul-
ing and control codesign problem. We present our proposed
algorithms that codesign the schedule and control signals
in Sections IV and V. Section VI documents the simulation
studies of the proposed algorithms and simple heuristics.
Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.

Notation: We denote ‖x‖2
Q = x T Qx , where x T is the

transpose of a vector x . For a matrix A, ai j is its i j ’th
element and a j is its j ’th column vector. The matrix In denotes
the dimension n × n identity matrix and 1m the vector of
length m containing a one in each entry. A random variable
ω ∼ N (μ, σ 2) is Gaussian distributed with mean μ and
variance σ 2. Further let N and R be the set of natural and
real numbers, respectively.

II. IEEE 802.15.4 NETWORK STANDARD

This section provides a brief introduction to the
IEEE 802.15.4 standard and concludes with assumptions that
we utilize through the remainder of this paper. For a more
detailed explanation on the operation of the IEEE 802.15.4
standard, the reader is referred to [41].
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The IEEE 802.15.4 standard is designed to work in
industrial environments [6], [7]. The standard itself specifies
only the lower layers up to the physical layer, whereas
the upper layers are to be designed by the implementer.
There are multiple upper layer standards available, such as
WirelessHART, ZigBee, and ISA100.11a. The focus of the
IEEE 802.15.4 is a low-cost and low-power standard that has
capabilities to feature real-time communication. The network
can be configured as a star topology or a peer-to-peer one.
Multiple networks, where each has a coordinator that man-
ages the network, can be joined to form a mesh network.
We, however, do not impose any specific network topology.

With IEEE 802.15.4, the network can operate in both
a (synchronized) beacon-enabled and a nonbeacon-enabled
mode. In this paper, we use the beacon-enabled mode, which
utilizes superframes that include a CAP, a CFP, and an
optional inactive period where the entire network can go into a
low-power state. Fig. 1 shows the IEEE 802.15.4 superframe.
In this mode, a beacon, which indicates the beginning of a
superframe, is transmitted at a fixed beacon interval. This bea-
con includes a table containing the nodes that are allowed to
transmit during the CFP. While a maximum of seven GTSs are
allowed to be assigned in one superframe in the IEEE 802.15.4
standard, WirelessHART and ISA100.11a allow more GTSs
in each superframe. The beacon interval and the length of
the CAP, CFP, and low power state can be defined by the
implementer of the network. The IEEE 802.15.4e extends
the standard with the options for channel hopping and the
possibility of defining multiple superframes [7].

The CFP uses a TDMA-based algorithm. Users that want
to transmit during the CFP have to request a so-called GTS
before transmitting. The coordinator will grant the GTSs in
a first-come first-served manner while the maximum number
of allowed GTSs (set by the implementer of the network)
is not reached. Only users that have a GTS assigned are
allowed to transmit during the CFP. This means that only
one user is allowed to transmit in a time slot, and thus no
packet collision will occur. However, since it is likely that
the network is affected by interference, a small probability for
packet dropouts remains. The user that sends the packet can
decide whether the receiver should return an acknowledgment
on successful receipt of the packet or not [6].

During the CAP, all users are allowed to access the net-
work using a slotted CSMA/CA algorithm. Before a user
can transmit, it verifies whether it can finish its transmission
before the end of the CAP. If this is not possible, the user
will delay its transmission until the next superframe. If the
transmission can be finished, the user senses the channel for
ongoing transmissions. If the channel is available, it transmits.
In case the channel is occupied, the user delays its transmission
for a random number of slots and retries the procedure.
Successful transmissions in the CAP are optionally confirmed
using acknowledgments [6]. If no acknowledgment is received,
the packet will be retransmitted if it can finish before the end
of the CAP in the current superframe. If this is not the case,
the retransmission will be postponed until the next superframe.

Our focus is on the situation where the network is shared.
We do not know how many users are competing for the CAP

Fig. 2. IEEE 802.15.4 superframe where the CAP is divided into transmission
slots.

and how frequently they transmit. We furthermore have only
a limited amount of GTSs available in each superframe. If the
control loop were to maximize the probability to successfully
transmit packets, it would try to access the channel as often
as possible. This would, however, lead to a network overload.
To avoid such issues and to maintain fairness in the CAP, we
allow only the control loop to use a fixed amount of slots
in the CAP of each superframe. This leads to the modified
superframe structure shown in Fig. 2.

In this paper, we utilize multiple superframes as described
in the IEEE 802.15.4e standard [7]. Here, we utilize one
superframe for the controller to transmit the control inputs to
the actuators and one superframe to transmit the measurements
from the sensors to the state estimator. This is shown in Fig. 4.
The sampling time of the system is aligned to the beacon
interval of the sensing superframe. Here, we assume that all
control inputs are applied at the actuators just before the next
sample is taken. This means that the controller computes the
control input based on a prediction of the state one sample into
the future. This means that the intertransmission times within
a superframe do not affect the system. In addition, if failed
transmissions are retransmitted successfully within the same
superframe, the transmission delays do not affect the system.

In this setup, the controller computes the control input based
on an estimation of the plant state one sample in the future.

If the transmission of the packet has to be postponed
to the next superframe, the data in the packet might not
be optimal anymore when applied to the actuator and are
therefore discarded. The probability for this to occur depends
on numerous parameters, such as the number of users on the
channel, the frequency at which they want to transmit, the
length of the packets, and the time in the current CAP at
which the user attempts their first transmission. This has to be
then compared with the length of the CAP. To illustrate the
effect of utilizing a CAP that is shared among other users, we
make the following assumption in this paper.

Assumption 1: We consider transmissions in a CAP or a
CFP that are delayed till the next superframe as being lost.
These occur with fixed dropout probabilities pCAP and pCFP,
respectively, where pCFP < pCAP. For simplicity, we consider
the packet loss rates to be constant and known.

Remark 1: In case the beacon frame is not received by
an actuator node according to the IEEE 802.15.4 standard,
the node shall not use its GTS [6]. The control signal might
therefore not be received by the actuator.1 �

1Note that the probability for a beacon frame loss can easily be incorporated
in the dropout probabilities pCAP and pCFP.
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Fig. 3. Control system with many actuator and sensor nodes.

Remark 2: The packet dropout rate on the network is often
time varying and will highly dependent on many factors
including the network topology that is used, the data transfer
rates, the frequency bands being used, and the interference
hereon. These conditions can be described with a packet
dropout rate, which can be formulated as a Markov chain to
capture time-varying packet dropout rates and network condi-
tions. The controller design is in this case, however, similar to
the design with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.)
packet dropouts. For ease of exposure, we therefore assume
i.i.d. packet dropouts in the controller design in the remainder
of this paper. The packet dropout probability can be estimated
based on the success rate of past transmissions. Another
approach is that one can estimate the dropout probability based
on the expected load of the network and keep it constant. The
latter can, for example, be done using Markov chain models as
suggested in [42]–[44]. For multihop networks, this becomes
more involving [45]. �

III. NETWORKED CONTROL ARCHITECTURE OF INTEREST

We consider a spatially distributed large control system with
many sensors and actuators, which is shown in Fig. 3. The
sensors and actuators are placed at different physical locations
and are not directly connected to each other. Here, ŷ and û
are the measurement and control signals, respectively, that
are received after being transmitted over the network. The
measurements are transmitted to a state estimator, which then
produces the state estimate x̂ . In this paper, we use the optional
acknowledgments from the IEEE 802.15.4 standard to confirm
successful transmissions to the actuators. This means that both
the controller and the state estimator know the transmission
outcomes of u.

The IEEE 802.15.4 standard supports multiple superframes.
In this work, we define two superframes: one sensing super-
frame in which the sensor measurements are transmitted to the
estimator and one actuation superframe in which the control
signals are transmitted to the actuators. The sampling interval
of the system is, as described in Section II, aligned to the
beacon interval of the sensing superframe. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4.

The actuator signals that the controller calculates from the
measure at time k are first applied to the plant at time k + 1
when the next measurement is taken (see Fig. 4). This means
that the controller at time k has to compute the control inputs
that are going to be applied to the plant at time k + 1. Since
the estimator at time k does not have any information on the

state at time k +1, the controller instead gets the prediction of
the state at time k +1 based on the state at time k, x̂(k +1|k).
Since we use acknowledgments for successful transmissions,
the estimator knows whether the control signals are trans-
mitted successfully or not. The separation principle therefore
holds [46], and we can design the controller assuming that we
have state feedback and afterward replace it with the estimated
state x̂(k|k − 1).

The state estimation problem can be viewed as a dual prob-
lem of the control problem. Scheduling for state estimation
has been studied recently in [47]. In this paper, we consider
the control side and use a state estimator that handles inter-
mittent observations. Since we consider only the scheduling of
actuators, we assume that all sensor readings get transmitted
at every sample instance. More on state estimation with
intermittent observations can be found in [31] and [48]–[50].
In this paper, we focus on the scheduling of the actuators.
For ease of exposition and since scheduling of the sensor
measurements can be seen as the dual problem of scheduling
the actuators, we assume that all sensor measurements are
jointly transmitted in a dedicated superframe that is located
right before the beacon of the actuator superframe. This is
illustrated in Fig. 4. We further transmit all sensor data through
the less reliable transmission mode, the CAP.

The next state of the plant is given by

x(k + 1) = Ax(k)+ Bû(k)+ ω(k), k ∈ N (1)

and the output is given by

y(k) = Cx(k)+ ν(k) (2)

where x(k) ∈ R
m , û(k) ∈ R

n , y(k) ∈ R
p , and A, B ,

and C are matrices of appropriate dimensions. The plant
disturbance ω(k) ∼ N (0m,�ω) and measurement disturbance
ν(k) ∼ N (0p,�ν) are zero-mean Gaussian with covariances
�ω and �ν , respectively.

The state estimation is performed as described
in [48] and [50], leading to the optimal estimator

x̂(k + 1|k) = Ax̂(k|k − 1)+ Bû(k)

+ K (k)(ŷ(k)− C(k)x̂(k|k − 1))

P(k + 1|k) = AP(k|k − 1)AT +�ω

− K (k)C(k)P(k|k − 1)AT (3)

where ŷi (k) = ψi (k)yi (k), with ψi (k) = 1 if the transmis-
sion from sensor i is successful and ψi (k) = 0 otherwise.
Furthermore

K (k) � AP(k|k − 1)C(k)T

× (C(k)P(k|k − 1)C(k)T +�ν)
−1 (4)

is the Kalman gain. In (3), the random observation matrix is
given by

C(k) �

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

ψ1(k)C1
ψ2(k)C2

...
ψp(k)Cp

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (5)
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Fig. 4. Superframe structure for the networked control setup. Here, the sensor measurements at time step k are transmitted in the sensing superframe, which
finishes right before the actuation superframe commences. The state estimator then predicts the state x̂(k + 1|k) that the controller uses to compute the control
input u(k + 1) and schedule S(k + 1).

and

Pr{ψi (k) = 1} = 1 − pest, i = {1, 2, . . . , p}. (6)

This state estimator is, as mentioned earlier, aware of failed
transmissions in the controller–actuator link and knows the
applied control signal û(k).

As already mentioned in Section II, the actuators are to
be controlled over an IEEE 802.15.4 compatible network,
which can support only a limited amount of data during the
CAP and CFP. We are interested in a situation where the
combined amount of available slots in the CAP and CFP in
each superframe is less than the amount of actuator nodes
in the system. This means that we have to schedule which
actuators to address in every actuation superframe. The sample
period of the system is aligned to the length of a superframe
such that at each time step k, a new superframe begins
(see Fig. 4). Recall further from Assumption 1 that a packet
that at time k is delayed until a future superframe is considered
as being lost. The probabilities for these delays to occur
are i.i.d. and are included in the packet dropout probability
pCAP or pCFP.

We let the length n vector S(k) be the schedule at time k,
which is given by

S(k) = [s1(k), s2(k), . . . , sn(k)]T. (7)

This schedule is represented by the probabilities of success-
ful transmission of the packet. Each entry, s j (k), indicates
whether actuator j is addressed during the CAP and CFP or
is not addressed. To indicate in which period actuator j is
addressed, we set the entry s j (k) equal to the probability of
successful transmission during the period in the superframe.
Thus, s j (k) belongs to the ternary set

s j (k) ∈ {0, 1 − pCAP, 1 − pCFP} (8)

where pCAP and pCFP are the (known or estimated) packet
dropout probabilities in the CAP and CFP, respectively.

We define γ (k) to be the vector that contains all transmis-
sion outcomes associated with superframe k. Here, γ j (k) = 1

if the transmission to actuator j was successful and γ j (k) = 0
otherwise. Thus, the distribution of γ j (k) is given by

Pr{γ j (k) = 1} = s j (k), j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. (9)

There are various possibilities of what the actuator should
do in case either it is not addressed at time k or the
transmission of the packet containing the control signal failed.
The simplest and most common options are set-to-zero and
zero-order-hold strategies, where generally neither is superior
to the other [51].

For ease of exposition, in what follows, we adopt a
set-to-zero strategy. Thus, the control signal that is used in
the actuators, û(k), is given by

û j (k) =
{

u j (k), if γ j (k) = 1

0, if γ j (k) = 0.
(10)

By defining B(γ (k), k) � B(k) diag {γ (k)}, where diag {γ (k)}
creates a n ×n matrix with the entries of γ (k) on its diagonal
and every column vector b(k)j in B(k) is given by

b(k)j =
{

b j , if s j (k) > 0

0, if s j (k) = 0
(11)

we can combine (1) and (10) to obtain the NCS model

x(k + 1) = Ax(k)+ B(γ (k), k)u(k)+ ω(k). (12)

Example: If in (1) the input matrix B = In and the schedule
at time k is given by

S(k) = [1 − pCFP, 1 − pCAP, 1 − pCAP, 0]T (13)

then B(k) = diag {[1, 1, 1, 0]}. If the channel outcomes at
time k are given by γ (k) = [1, 1, 0, 0]T , then the actuators
that are addressed at the plant are given by B(γ (k), k) =
diag {[1, 1, 0, 0]}. �

Remark 3: When using a hold-input strategy, the actua-
tor logic can be equipped with an integrator such that the
controller transmits only the changes in the actuator input.
This can be incorporated in the current framework using state
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augmentation such that the augmented state contains both the
system state and the values at the integrators. The A matrix is
in this case extended to include the integrators at the actuators.
Alternatively, the controller could predict a sequence of future
control inputs that all are transmitted at once and stored in
a buffer at the actuator. In case no new control signal is
received, the controller takes a sample from the buffer (see
more in [52]). The actuator logic can further be extended such
that it filters the control output to prevent spikes in the actuator
positions. More details on prefiltering and postfiltering of the
control packets can be found in [53] and [54]. �

Within the current setup, scheduling amounts to designing
the schedule S(k) in (7). Since pCFP < pCAP, one would
ideally like to assign every actuator to a GTS in every
superframe. However, this can only be done if the number
of actuators does not exceed the number of available GTSs in
a superframe. Otherwise, the CAP needs to be used as well.
Further, if the number of actuators exceeds the total amount of
available slots in the CFP and CAP, some actuators will not
be addressed at all in that superframe. This raises the question:
which actuators to address in which slot in a superframe,
which ones to omit, and what data should be sent?

To solve this scheduling and controller codesign problem,
ideally one would like to utilize the scheduling sequence and
control policies that minimize an infinite horizon LQ cost
function. It is in this case, though, not feasible to evaluate an
infinite horizon cost function since this results in an infinitely
long scheduling sequence and associated control policy. The
matrix B(γ (k), k) is further stochastic and depends on S(k)
for each k. Due to these uncertainties in the system, there
might not exist a solution to the infinite horizon cost function
(see [55], [56], and references therein). We will therefore use
the ideas of MPC with a finite horizon cost function with a
suitably chosen final state weighting and a periodic approach
to an infinite horizon cost function. It remains future work
to analyze under which conditions a solution to the infinite
horizon cost function will exist.

IV. STOCHASTIC CONTROL FORMULATION

In this section, we propose to use a finite horizon cost
function to solve the controller–scheduler codesign problem.
We consider the LQ cost for a finite scheduling sequence

�S(k) � {S(k), S(k + 1), . . . , S(k + N − 1)} (14)

where S(k) is as in (7)

J (x(k), �S(k), π(�S(k)))

= E

{
‖x(k + N)‖2

W +
N−1∑
	=0

‖x(k + 	)‖2
Q

+ ‖u(k + 	)‖2
R

∣∣∣∣x(k), �S(k)
}

(15)

where Q and R are symmetric positive definite matrices
that penalize the cost of the state and the cost of control,
respectively, and W is a symmetric positive definite matrix
that penalizes the terminal cost at time N . More details on

how can one choose the final state weighting W will be given
in Section V-D. Further, the control policy is given by

π(�S(k)) = {μ(x(k), �S(k)), . . . , μ(x(k + N − 1),
�S(k + N − 1))}

where each control law μ(x(k), �S(k)) maps the state x(k)
into control signals u(k), such that u(k) = μ(x(k), �S(k)).
This cost function uses the actual state of the plant x(k).
[In the simulations in Section VI, these are replaced by
estimates, x̂(k).]

Note that to find the optimal scheduling sequence �S∗(k) and
associated control policy

π∗ = {μ∗(x(k), �S∗(k)), . . . , μ∗(x(k + N − 1),
�S∗(k + N − 1))}

the cost function (15) has to be evaluated for every possible
scheduling sequence. For n actuators and NCFP and NCAP slots
in the CFP and CAP, respectively, that are available to the
controller, we have for a horizon of length N

(
n!

NCFP!(n − NCFP)!
(n − NCFP)!

NCAP!(n − NCFP − NCAP)!
)N

(16)

possible scheduling sequences. Note that since the network is
shared with other users, we restrict the controller to use only
a limited amount of slots in the CAP and CFP. In (16), the
variables NCFP and NCAP represent the amount of slots that
the controller is allowed to use in every superframe.

A. Solution

To state the optimal solution of (15), we first note that
using (9) and (11), the expectation of b j (k) is given by
E{b j (γ j (k), k) | s j (k)} = Pr{γ j (k) = 1 | s j (k)}b(k)j = s j (k)b j ,
where the last equality comes from the fact that s j (k) contains
the (estimated or known) probability of a successful
transmission (8), (9).

Theorem 1: Suppose that the pair (A, B) is controllable.
Then for a finite scheduling sequence �S(k)

min
π(�S(k))

J (x(k), �S(k), π(�S(k)))

= x(k)T P(�S(k))x(k)+
N∑
	=1

trace(�ωP(�S(k + 	))). (17)

In (17), P(�S(k)) is given by the recursion

P(�S(k)) = Q + AT P(�S(k + 1))A

− AT P(�S(k + 1))B diag {S(k)} L(�S(k)) (18)

where

L(�S(k)) = (R + diag {S(k)} BT P(�S(k + 1))B)−1

× diag {S(k)} BT P(�S(k + 1))A (19)

with P(�S(k+N)) = W and L(�S(k+N)) = 0. The minimizing
control policy is then given by

π∗(�S(k)) = {μ∗(x(k), �S(k)), . . . , μ∗(x(k + N − 1),
�S(k + N − 1))} (20)
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Fig. 5. Illustration of MPC where N = 3.

where each control law is defined by

μ∗(x(k), �S(k)) 
= −L(�S(k))x(k). (21)

Proof: The proof is based on the results in [56] and is
given in Appendix A.

Using Theorem 1, we can minimize the cost function (17)
for any given scheduling sequence �S(k). This allows us to
solve the optimal controller and scheduler codesign problem
by jointly minimizing (17) for the optimal schedule and control
signal as

�S∗(k) = argmin
�S(k)

[
x(k)T P(�S(k))x(k)

+
N∑
	=1

trace(�ωP(�S(k + 	)))

]
. (22)

Clearly, (22) is a combinatorial problem where the amount
of possible scheduling sequences for a horizon length N is
given by (16). The solutions to the recursion (18) and the
sum term in (22) can be calculated offline for all possible
scheduling policies and stored in a lookup table. The size of
this lookup table can be computed using (16) and depends on
the amount of available actuators n, the number of available
slots NCAP, NCFP, and the horizon length N . In this case,
the computations for each scheduling sequence reduce to
evaluating the quadratic term (22) in x(k) and add a constant.

Remark 4: To find the optimal schedule, an exhaustive
search has to be performed. Many works that considered
actuator selection and scheduling over networks came to this
conclusion [20]–[22]. These works propose to use simulated
annealing and branch and bound algorithms to solve the
combinatorial problem. A heuristic that does not necessarily
result in the optimal schedule is presented in [20]. �

B. Algorithm

The finite horizon algorithm is implemented as MPC, where
at every time step the (estimated) state is used to solve the
optimization problem (22). An illustration of this principle is
shown in Fig. 5. The algorithm is described in Algorithm 1,
which is executed at every sample instance. Here, (22) is
solved at every time step, and the control signal u(k) is given
by u(k) = μ(x(k), �S∗(k)).

Studies show that a longer prediction horizon N results
in better control performance [57]. This, however, results in
an exponentially increased complexity to find the optimal
scheduling sequence (16). It is therefore desirable to maintain
the horizon length N relatively short. Another parameter that
has an impact on the control performance is the weighting
of the terminal cost W . By choosing W with care, one

Algorithm 1 MPC—Finite Horizon

can obtain significant improvements in the performance of
the NCS. This motivates the use of an infinite horizon
approximation, which is presented next. Further discussions
on how to design the final state weighting can be found in
Section V-D.

V. PERIODIC APPROXIMATION

In this section, we propose to approximate an optimal
infinite length scheduling sequence and associated control
laws by assuming that a scheduling sequence �S(i) of finite
length T is repeated periodically. Here, i is the periodic index,
which for time index k and a period of length T , is given
by i = rem{k/T }, where rem {} is the remainder after division.
This allows us to state an infinite horizon LQ cost function.
The idea of approximating an infinite horizon cost using a
periodic sequence is inspired by Henriksson et al. [35], [36]
and Orihuela et al. [38], where they use this to find the sam-
pling interval that minimizes a deterministic LQ cost function.
In this paper, we adapt this idea and approximate the infinite
horizon cost function by assuming that a periodic scheduling
sequence is repeated as the horizon goes to infinity.

In this section, we consider the discounted cost for a finite
periodic scheduling sequence

�S(i) = {S(0), S(1), . . . , S(T − 1)}
given by

J∞(x(k), �S(i), π(�S(i)))

= lim
N→∞ E

{
N−1∑
	=0

α	
(‖x(k + 	)‖2

Q +‖u(k+	)‖2
R

)∣∣∣∣x(k), �S(i)
}

(23)

where the discounting factor α ∈ (0, 1).

A. Solution

Before we state the solution to (23), we will state the
necessary conditions that need to be fulfilled for a stabilizing
solution to exist.

Lemma 1: For a scheduling sequence �S(k), the time-
varying system (A, B(γ (k), k)) is N-step controllable over the
time interval (k, k + N) if the system (A, B) is controllable
and

rank{�(N, �S(k))} = m (24)
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where

�(N, �S(k)) � [B̄(k + N − 1), AB̄(k + N − 2), . . . ,

AN−1 B̄(k)] (25)

where B̄(k) = B(In, k).
Proof: A proof for controllability of periodic systems is

given in [58] and can be applied directly. The time-varying
matrices B̄(k) are given by the scheduling sequence �S(k).

Let S denote the set containing the length T scheduling
sequences that satisfy Lemma 1.

Theorem 2: Suppose that there exists a scheduling sequence
�S(i) ∈ S such that the pair (A, B(γ (i), i)) is controllable.
Then

min
π(�S(k))

J∞(x(k), �S(i), π(�S(i)))

= x(k)T Pper(�S(i))x(k)+
∞∑
	=1

α	 trace(�ωPper(�S(i + 	)))

(26)

where Pper(�S(i)) is the periodic positive definite solution with
period length T to the periodic Riccati equation

Pper(�S(i)) = Q + αAT Pper(�S(i + 1))A

− αAT Pper(�S(i +1))B diag {S(i)} Lper(�S(i))
(27)

and

Lper(�S(i)) = α(R + α diag {S(i)} BT Pper(�S(i + 1))B)−1

× diag {S(i)} BT Pper(�S(i + 1))A. (28)

The minimizing control policy is then given by

π∗
per(�S(i)) =

{
μ∗

per(x(k), �S(i)), . . . ,

μ∗
per(x(k + T − 1), �S(T − 1))

}
(29)

where each control law is defined by

μ∗
per(x(k), �S(i)) 
= −Lper(�S(i))x(k). (30)

Proof: Following the procedure as in the proof of
Theorem 1 and using the fact that the Riccati equation
becomes periodic due to the periodic scheduling sequence,
the periodic Riccati equation and solutions hereof have been
analyzed extensively in [59]–[61].

Remark 5: The periodic Riccati equation (27) can be
reformulated as a time-invariant Riccati equation using lifting
or a cyclic system description [58]. We illustrate a cyclic
system description in Appendix B to obtain a time-invariant
version of (27). This time-invariant Riccati equation can then
be solved either by initializing P̂ > 0 and then iterating until
the solution converges or by using Newton’s method [62]. �

Algorithm 2 Periodic—Infinite Horizon

Algorithm 3 MPC—Infinite Horizon

The optimal scheduling sequence can, using Theorem 2 and
the argument as in Section IV-A, be found by

�S∗(i) = argmin
�S(i)∈S

[
x(k)T Pper(�S(i))x(k)

+
∞∑
	=1

α	 trace(�ωPper(�S(i + 	)))

]
.

(31)

The amount of schedules that need to be compared in every
iteration depends in this case on the choice of T and can be
found by substituting N with T in (16).

B. Algorithms That Provide an Optimal Solution to (26)

We develop three algorithms that utilize the results of
Theorem 2. Of these algorithms, one will only minimize the
infinite horizon cost function based on the information of
the first sample to obtain the optimal scheduling and control
policies, which then are applied periodically. This algorithm
has a low computational cost since the combinatorial search
in (31) has only to be performed once. This is presented in
Algorithm 2, which only is executed at time k = 0.

The next algorithm uses MPC such that a new control
policy and scheduling sequence are computed every time a
new measurement is received. This algorithm is presented
in Algorithm 3 and is executed at every sample instance.
Here, the scheduling sequence is periodic with period T and
minimizes (26). Only the first schedule and control law are
applied, since a new scheduling sequence and control law are
computed when the next sample arrives.
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Algorithm 4 MPC—Greedy

C. Algorithm That Provides a Suboptimal Solution to (26)

To reduce the amount of calculations needed to find the
optimal scheduling sequence in Algorithm 3, we propose
a greedy algorithm. The cost of this is, however, that the
scheduling algorithm is suboptimal compared to Algorithm 3.
The idea with this greedy algorithm is that it first finds
the NCFP actuators that minimize (26) and assigns these to
GTSs. Afterward, it finds the NCAP actuators that minimize
the remainder of the cost and assigns these in the CAP. This
reduces the size of the lookup table in (31) to
(

n!
NCFP!(n − NCFP)!

)T

+
(

(n − NCFP)!
NCAP!(n − NCFP − NCAP)!

)T

entries. The implementation of this idea is presented
in Algorithm 4.

Remark 6: For the greedy algorithm, the periodic Riccati
equations have to be computed for both all possible
�SCFP and �SCAP. While this can be done offline, one might
in some situations be unable to find positive definite solutions
to (27) for �SCFP in which case Algorithm 4 will fail. �

D. Choice of Final State Weighting
for the Finite Horizon Cost

In this section, we investigate, based on the presented ideas
on periodic scheduling, some ideas on the choice of the final
state weighting in (15). We suggest that a good choice of final
state weighting W in (15) could be to use a solution to the
periodic Riccati equation (27). Since for k → ∞ the system
will converge toward a steady state that is affected only by
the disturbance ω(k), intuitively a good choice of final state
weighting could be the solution to (27) that minimizes (23)

when x(k) is at steady state, i.e., x(k) = 0m . In this case, the
final state weighting can be computed by

�S∗
W (i) = argmin

�S(i)
min
π(�S(i))

J∞(0m, �S(i), π(�S(i))) (32)

= argmin
�S(i)

∞∑
	=1

α	 trace(�ωPper(�S(i + 	))) (33)

where

W � Pper(�S∗
W (i)). (34)

The question that remains is how long the period T
should be. Longer period lengths increase the amount of
offline computations that need to be performed but do not
necessarily result in better performance (see Fig. 6). Further,
now both N and T have an influence in the performance
of the controller–scheduler. Analytical analysis of the impact
of N and T on the performance is, due to the stochastic switch-
ing and scheduling in the system, a very difficult problem to
solve when the switching is only implicitly characterized via
an optimization problem since not only the control input but
also the switching is state dependent. We therefore perform
Monte Carlo simulations to illustrate the impact of the choices
of N and T on the performance of the controller–scheduler.
We simulate an NCS with three actuators that compete for one
GTS and one slot in the CAP. The parameters of the system
models (1) and (2) are given by

A =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1.5 0 0 0 0
0 1.1 0 0 0
0 1 1.1 0 0
0 0 0 0.819 0
0 0 0 0.906 1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(35)

and

B =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0.5 0
0 0 9.063
0 0 4.683

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (36)

The plant disturbance ω(k) ∼ N (05, I5). We can observe
all states such that C = I5 and the measurement noise
ν(k) ∼ N (05, I5). The weighting matrices Q, R, and W are all
identity matrices of appropriate dimensions. This system has
open-loop eigenvalues at 1.5, 1, and 0.82 and two eigenvalues
located at 1.1. We use the method described in Remark 3
when simulating the system with a hold-input strategy. We fix
the probabilities of transmission failures to constant values to
illustrate the effect of packet loss in the closed-loop system.
These probabilities for transmission failures are given by
pCFP = 0.05 and pCAP = pest = 0.25. Furthermore, the
discounting factor is set to α = 0.99.

The performance is analyzed by the empirical cost averaged
over time, which is given by

1

M

M∑
k=0

x(k)T Qx(k)+ u(k)T Ru(k) (37)

where Q and R are the weighting matrices of the state
and control signal, respectively, and M is the length of
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Fig. 6. Impact of the choice of T and N on the performance of Algorithm 1
when W is chosen using (34). For comparison, the final state weighting
W = Q is also shown. The empirical cost is evaluated using (37). When
W = Q and N = 1, the cost is 17.38 dB and is shortened for easier viewing.

the simulation. This is averaged over 1000 simulations, each
of M = 1000 time steps, of the same system with different
initial conditions and noise realizations.

The results in Fig. 6 show that for large N , the best
performance gains are obtained when W = Q. However, for
small N , using W as in (31) results in significant performance
gains. Fig. 6 further shows that increasing T does not neces-
sarily result in a better performance. The impact of the choice
of T on the performance is less than 0.1 dB when N = 1.
This difference decreases as N increases. There are a few
combinations of parameters that provide a better performance
than others, here among N = 2 with T = 5 and N = 3 with
T = 2 or 4. When N > 3, the performance gain of using W
as in (34) compared with that of using W = Q diminishes.
The performance gains at small N are, on the other hand,
significant for all combinations of N and T . Also for N = 1
with the proper selection of T , the performance is less than
0.1 dB worse than when N = 3 or N = 4. This means that the
number of schedules that need to be compared in Algorithm 1
is reduced significantly while not sacrificing any significant
performance.

To further illustrate the importance of online scheduling
when the system, besides Gaussian noise, is affected by
random and unmeasured additive disturbances, we add the
disturbance χ(k) ∈ R

m to (1). Here, every element in χ(k) is
given by

χi (k) = ρi (k)υi (k)+ ιi (k)χi (k − 1) (38)

where Pr{ρi (k) = 1} = pstep = 0.05, Pr{ιi (k) = 1} =
plength = 0.85, υi (k) ∼ U(−10, 10) is uniformly distributed,
and χi (−1) = 0. The noise generated by (38) is a step of
random magnitude υi (k) that occurs at every time step with
probability ρi and lasts l time steps with probability pl−1

length.
Fig. 7 shows the results when the NCS is affected by

random unknown additive disturbances in the form of (38).
In this case, the performance gains of choosing the final state
weight W as per (34) are larger than in Fig. 6 for N < 4.
Note also that a very good performance is obtained for N = 1
and N = 2 with T = 3 and that in this case, the performance
is similar to the best performance for N = 3 and N = 4.
Especially, the choice of N = 1 with T = 3 results in

Fig. 7. Impact of the choice of T and N on the performance of Algorithm 1
when W is chosen using (34). Here, the NCS is affected by unknown additive
disturbances in the form (38). The empirical cost is evaluated using (37).
Simulations for W = Q are shown for comparison. The empirical cost for
N = 1 with W = Q is 32.85 dB and is truncated for easier viewing.

Algorithm 5 Branch and Bound Approach Used for
Simulations

a very good performance for a low online computational cost
compared with the performance for large N .

VI. SIMULATION STUDIES

In this section, we compare the schedule and control
design algorithms presented in Sections IV and V through
simulations. We first shortly present a branch and bound
approach that can significantly reduce the amount of com-
putations needed in the exhaustive search. This is followed
by a simulation where three actuators compete for one GTS
and one slot in the CAP, after which we simulate a scenario
where nine actuators compete for one GTS and seven slots in
the CAP.

A. Branch and Bound Algorithm

Although the presented algorithms require an exhaustive
search to be performed, the amount of searches required can
be reduced significantly using a simple branch and bound
algorithm. When the system is in steady state and x(k) is zero,
the only part contributing to the costs (15), (23) is the constant
part that depends on the variance of the disturbance and
the selected schedule. These parts can be calculated offline.
By sorting the scheduling sequences, such that the constant
part is sorted from low to high values, (22) and (31) can be
terminated when

J (x(k), �Sm, π(�Sm)) ≤ J (0, �Sn, π(�Sn)), m < n

where n and m are the indexes of the scheduling sequences
in the sorted list. The algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 5.
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Fig. 8. Empirical cost of the online algorithms analyzed with (37) averaged
over 1000 simulations. The results are shown for set-to-zero and hold-input
at the actuators.

B. Small Coupled Systems

In this section, we compare the performance of the
presented controller–scheduler codesign algorithms through
simulation studies. We use the parameters that are presented
in Section V-D and compare the performance using the empir-
ical cost (37). We compare the developed algorithms with a
simple round robin (RR) algorithm, where the access to the
CAP and CFP are shared equally among the actuators.

The RR schedules are chosen as

�S2 =
⎧⎨
⎩

⎡
⎣

1 − pCFP
1 − pCAP

0

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

1 − pCFP
0

1 − pCAP

⎤
⎦

⎫⎬
⎭

�S3 =
⎧⎨
⎩

⎡
⎣

1 − pCFP
1 − pCAP

0

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

0
1 − pCFP
1 − pCAP

⎤
⎦

⎡
⎣

1 − pCAP
0

1 − pCFP

⎤
⎦

⎫⎬
⎭

while �S4 = {�S2, �S2}.2
The simulations that are performed using Algorithm 1,

where the final state weighting is designed as described

in Section V-D (W = P(�S∗
W )), use the period lengths that

result in the best performance in Figs. 6 and 7.
The empirical cost of the algorithms, calculated using (37),

is shown in Fig. 8. Simulations where the NCS (1) is affected
by the disturbance (38) are shown in Fig. 9.

The results show that the online scheduling algorithms
significantly perform better than offline scheduling algorithms
(RR and Algorithm 2). The reason for this is that the schedule
can adapt quickly by addressing actuators that control the
subsystems where disturbances occur. It is further seen that
when N 
= 3, Algorithm 2 performs significantly better than
the simple RR algorithm. When N = 3, the performance of
RR is only slightly worse. The reason for this is that when
N = 3, the amount of actuators fits the period length.

When considering the online algorithms, the greedy algo-
rithm (Algorithm 4) performs slightly worse than Algorithm 3.
Using Algorithm 1 with a proper choice of W results in the
best performance among all the presented algorithms. Here, as

2Another choice for �S4 would have been to use �S3 and add a schedule that
addresses the actuators of the systems with the highest eigenvalues. This did,
however, result in a significantly reduced control performance. Note, however,
that other choices of schedules for RR might provide better performance.

Fig. 9. Empirical cost of the online algorithms analyzed with (37) averaged
over 1000 simulations. The results are shown for set-to-zero and hold-input
at the actuators for the system affected by the disturbance (38).

TABLE I

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SCHEDULING SEQUENCES TO EVALUATE

IN (22) AND (31) CALCULATED USING (16). THE ACTUAL
NUMBER CAN BE LESS THAN THAT SHOWN IN THE

TABLE FOR ALGORITHMS 3 AND 4 SINCE

SCHEDULING SEQUENCES THAT RESULT
IN AN UNCONTROLLABLE SYSTEM

ARE OMITTED

described in Section V-D, the performance gain by choosing
W = P(�S∗

W ) over W = Q diminishes for larger N . Also
note that Algorithm 1 is the only algorithm that can be used
for the given system when the horizon length N = 1. The
reason for the other algorithms to fail at N = T = 1 is that
it is not possible to find a positive definite solution to the
Riccati equation (27), since the system when using a schedule
of length T = 1 is not controllable according to Lemma 1.
For this reason, Algorithm 4 is also not able to find solutions
when T = 2 or the hold strategies are used in the actuators.
It is seen that while the performance of Algorithm 3 remains
fairly constant for larger T , the performance of Algorithm 1
increases for larger N and outperforms Algorithm 3.

The amount of scheduling sequences that have to be com-
pared at every time step in the online computations, which is
given by (16), is shown in Table I.

When taking the computational complexity into account,
Algorithm 1 using a finite horizon LQ cost function where
the final state weighting is chosen using a periodic approach
to an infinite horizon cost function, as described in Section V,
results in the best performance. The reason for this is that
it can maintain a low cost, computed by (37), while only
six possible scheduling sequences have to be compared.

With the chosen system and noise model, the set-to-zero
strategy outperforms the hold-input strategy for all of the
online algorithms.

C. Large-Scale Systems

In this simulation, we consider an NCS with nine actuators
that compete for seven CAPs and one slot in the CFP.
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TABLE II

STEADY-STATE EMPIRICAL COST AVERAGED OVER 1000 SIMULATIONS FOR A LARGE-SCALE SYSTEM WITH NINE ACTUATORS
SIMULATING OVER A NETWORK FEATURING ONE GTS AND SEVEN SLOTS IN THE CAP

The system is created as Ã = diag {A, A, A}, where A is
given in (35), and B̃ = diag {B, B, B} using B from (36).
The C̃ , Q̃, and R̃ matrices are created in a similar manner.
The optimization horizon length N ∈ {1, 2} in Algorithm 1
and period length T = 2 in Algorithms 2–4. Algorithm 2 is,
however, also simulated with T = 3. When the final state
weighting is computed as in Section V-D, the period length
T = 2. For the RR algorithms, we used two schedules. The
first one gives every actuator a fair share of the network, and
thus every nine time steps, each actuator is addressed once
in the CFP and seven times in the CAP and is not addressed
once. This gives a periodic schedule with length T = 9. The
other RR schedule gives priority to the actuators that address
the subsystems with the largest eigenvalues. This system has
three eigenvalues at 1.5, of which each actuator gets a slot in
the CFP every third time step, while the lowest eigenvalues
at 0.82 will only be addressed in the CAP twice every three
time steps. The subsystems with eigenvalues at 1 are always
addressed in the CAP. The resulting scheduling sequence has
length T = 3. The remaining parameters are as described
in Section V-D.

The results of the simulations using set-to-zero at the
actuators are shown in Table II. Since there is only one actuator
at every time step that is not addressed, the performance
deviation among the algorithms is small. It is, however, notable
that all online algorithms besides Algorithm 1 with W = Q
and N = 1 outperform the offline algorithms. In addition,
Algorithm 1 with W selected by (34) outperforms the other
algorithms by a small margin. When the system is affected
by noise as in (38), the margin between the online and
offline algorithms increases. In addition, the RR algorithm’s
performance deviates depending on which schedule is selected.
Here, it shows that giving priority to the subsystems with
the largest open loop eigenvalues (T = 3) results in a
better performance than granting every actuator a fair share of
the network (T = 9). The performance of Algorithm 2, the
offline algorithm, is comparable with RR with P = 9. The
reason for RR with T = 3 outperforming Algorithm 2 is that
Algorithm 2 computes the schedule based on the first state
estimate. In addition, it is in this case fairly easy to create an
RR schedule, since all but one actuator can be addressed at
every time step.

Finally, it should also be noted that Algorithm 1 with N = 1
and W = P(�S∗

W ) results in a good performance, while only

having to compare 72 scheduling sequences at every time step
with 5184 for the other online algorithms.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have discussed the possibilities of control over networks
based on the IEEE 802.15.4 protocol where we utilized both
the reliable CFP and the shared CAP. We have shown through
simulations that the choice of the scheduling sequence is
crucial for the performance of the system. The simulations
further show that a finite horizon cost function with a choice
of final state weighting, where both the CAP and CFP are
taken into account in both the cost function and the final state
weighting, results in very good performance, while the amount
of scheduling sequences that need to be evaluated remains
low.

The computational complexity of the algorithms is only
briefly discussed here. Future work could include a tradeoff
between the performance and computational cost. It could
be of further interest to reduce the amount of possible
scheduling sequences in the proposed algorithms, such that
the computational cost of the combinatorial part of the opti-
mization can be reduced significantly. This will open up
for possibilities of using the algorithms on large-scale NCSs
as well as reduce the power consumption, such that the
algorithms can be used on battery-powered devices. It could
also be of interest to study time delay effects in practice in
relation to the arrival times of the different packets in one
superframe.

APPENDIX A
DERIVATION OF (17)

Given (15) for a horizon of length N , by applying the
dynamic programming algorithm [56], we can state that at
stage N , the cost for x(N) and schedule S(N) is given
by JN (x(N), S(N), μ(x(N), S(N))) = J ∗

N (x(N), S(N)) =
αN x T (N)Qx(N). The cost at stage k for a given scheduling

sequence �S(k) is then given by

Jk(x(k), �S(k), π(�S(k)))
= min

u(k)
E

{‖x(k)‖2
Q + ‖u(k)‖2

R + αJ ∗
k+1(Ax(k)

+ B(γ (k), k)u(k)+ ω(k), �S(k + 1))|x(k)�S(k)}.
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Using the fact that ω(k) is zero mean, this can be rewritten as

Jk(x(k), �S(k), π(�S(k)))
= min

u(k)
E

{
x T (k)(Q + αAT P(k + 1)A)x(k)

+ uT (k)(R+αBT (γ (k), k)P(k+1)B(γ (k), k))u(k)

+ 2αuT (k)BT (γ (k), k)P(k + 1)Ax(k)

+
N−k−1∑
	=0

α	+1ω(k + 	)T P(k + 	+ 1)

×ω(k + 	)|x(k), �S(k)
}

where we use the fact that ω(k) ∼ N (0m ,�ω) and
P(�S(k + N)) = W . The above can be rewritten to

Jk(x(k), �S(k), π(�S(k)))
= min

u(k)
x T (k)(Q + αAT P(�S(k + 1))A)x(k)+ uT (k)

×(R+α E{BT (γ (k), k)P(�S(k+1))B(γ (k), k)|S(k)})u(k)
+ 2αuT (k)E{BT (γ (k), k)|S(k)}P(�S(k + 1))Ax(k)

+
N−k∑
	=1

α	 trace(�ωP(�S(k + 	))). (39)

Taking the derivative with respect to u(k) and setting the
resulting expression equal to zero result in the minimizer

u∗(k) = −L(�S(k))x(k)
where

L(�S(k)) = α(R + α E{BT (γ (k), k)P(�S(k + 1))

× B(γ (k), k)|S(k)})−1

× E{BT (γ (k), k)|S(k)}P(�S(k + 1))A

and

P(�S(k)) = Q + αAT P(�S(k + 1))A

− αE{AT P(�S(k + 1))B(γ (k), k)}L(�S(k)).
By taking the expectations, the above can be rewritten as

P(�S(k)) = Q + αAT P(�S(k + 1))A

− αAT P(�S(k + 1))

×
(∑

i

Pr{γ (k) = γ (i)|S(k)}B(γ (i), k)

)

× L(�S(k)) (40)

where

L(�S(k)) = α

(
R + α

(∑
i

Pr{γ (k) = γ (i)|S(k)}

× BT (γ (i), k)P(�S(k + 1))B(γ (i), k)

))−1

×
(∑

i

Pr{{}γ (k) = γ (i)|S(k)} × BT (γ (i), k)

)

× P(�S(k + 1))A (41)

where P(�S(k + N)) = W and L(�S(k + N)) = 0.

The result in Theorem 1 follows by letting α = 1 and
inserting the above into (39), which results in the optimal
cost (17) where P(�S(k)), given by (18), follows from rewriting
the sum terms in (40) and (41). The optimal feedback gain (19)
at stage k is then given by (41).

The result in Theorem 2 follows by letting N → ∞ where
Pper(�S(i)) is given by (27), which is obtained using a periodic
scheduling sequence, as defined in Section V, and rewriting
the sum terms in (40) and (41). The optimal control gains (28)

are also given by (41), where Pper(�S(i + 1)) is given by the
positive definite solution to (27).

APPENDIX B
TIME INVARIANT FORMULATION OF THE

PERIODIC RICCATI EQUATION

The periodic Riccati equation (27) can be formulated into
a time-invariant Riccati equation. This can be done using a
cyclic system description [58], where

B̂ =
[

0T B(γ (T − 1), T − 1)
B̃ 0

]

where 0 is a (T − 1)m × n matrix containing only zeros and

B̃ = diag {B(γ (0), 0), B(γ (1), 1), . . . , B(γ (T − 2), T − 2)}
and γ̂ = {γ (0), γ (1), . . . , γ (T − 1)}. The cyclic A matrix is
given by

Â =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0 0 . . . 0 A
A 0 . . . 0 0
0 A . . . 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

0 0 . . . A 0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
.

We define Q̂ = diag {Q, Q, . . . , Q} ∈ R
mT ×mT and

R̂ = diag {R, R, . . . , R} ∈ R
nT ×nT . This then results in the

time-invariant Riccati equation

P̂ = Q̂ + α ÂT P̂ Â − α ÂT P̂ E{B̂(γ̂ )| �S}L̂

and

L̂ = α(R̂ + αE{B̂T (γ̂ )P̂ B̂(γ̂ )| �S})−1

× E{B̂T (γ̂ )| �S}P̂ Â.

After calculating the expectations as in Appendix A, the
Riccati equation can be written as

P̂ = Q̂ + α ÂT P̂ Â − α ÂT P̂ B̂�̂ L̂

and

L̂ = α(R̂ + α�̂ B̂T P̂ B̂)−1�̂ B̂T P̂ Â

where

�̂ = diag {diag {S(0)} , diag {S(1)} , . . . , diag {S(T − 1)}}
and B̂ ∈ R

mT ×nT is the cyclic B matrix. Here, Pper(i) can be
extracted as the i th m × m block in P̂ .
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